GOVT OF N.C.T. OF DELHI: DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION
EXAMINATION CELL, ROOM NO.222-A,
OLD SECRETARIAT, DELHI-110054

No. DE.5(43)/04/Exam/ 551-54 Date: 09/3/11

//CORRIGENDUM//

Sub: Missing Result of CCEP-I/II for Classes IV/V.

It is clarified that, as per the Restructured Examination Pattern and Promotion Policy under CCE for Classes I-VIII vide Circular No.DE.23 (457)/Sch Br/ 10/ 6421-30 dated 13.8.2010; CCEP-I & II are given Weightage in FA-2 & FA-3 for Classes IV & V also.

Hence, for the missing results of CCEP-I/II for students of Classes IV & V the same procedure may be implemented as for students of Classes VI to VIII, as given in our Circular No.DE.5 (43)/Exam/2004/394-417 Dated 03.3.11.

(RASHMI GAHLAUT)
ADE (EXAM)

To
All HOSs through MIS.

Copy to:

1. All RDEs/DDEs/Eos through MIS.
2. ADE (IT) to get it placed on Del.E.
3. Guard File.

(DR. RAKESH C. TIWARI)
Dy. EO (Exam)